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Field operations of the search for meteorites (U.S. Antarctic
Research Program) were conducted during most of December
1984 and January 1985. Personnel other than the authors were
Catherine King-Frazier, James Madison University; Scott Sand-
ford, Washington University; Roberta Score, National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration/Johnson Space Center; Carl
Thompson, New Zealand Guides Service; and Robert Walker,
Washington University.

During the week before the main field party reached Allan
Hills (76°43'S 159°40'E), Schutt accompanied the Gunter Faure
party from an LC-130 put-in site near Griffin Nunatak (75°55'S
158°20'E) to Elephant Moraine (76°11'S 157°10'E). U.S. Navy
P.O. George Sidener was also assigned temporarily to this
group. Schutt and Sidener then traversed to Allan Hills, meet-
ing the main research party there, and Sidener returned to
McMurdo. During the succeeding 5 weeks, the research party
visited the Far Western Icefield* (76°54'S 157°01 'E), the Middle
Western Icefield (76°50'S 158°26'E), the Near Western Icefield
(76°44'S 158°48'E), and the Main Allan Hills Icefield again,
recovering meteorites at all these sites. The Gunter Faure party
then joined us at Allan Hills. A reconnaissance search was
conducted at large exposed ice fields located around Battle-

ments Nunatak (76°32'S 159°21'E) but no meteorites were
found. A traverse to the north of Allan Hills toward Trinity
Nunatak (76°26'S 160°38'E) and an ascent of the Odell Glacier
(76°44'S 159°55'E) were similarly unproductive, because a re-
cent snowfall had left normally exposed ice areas covered in 6
centimeters of snow. The table gives a listing of types of mete-
orites recovered, by locality.

It is interesting that we continue to find meteorite specimens
in areas that have been searched carefully in previous seasons.
In part, this may be because areas in which ice deflation is
occurring usually are partly covered by snow patches; when
these patches migrate they can uncover specimens that had
been hidden. Sun- or wind-cupping of ice surfaces also can act
to conceal small specimens unless one is very close to them.
Specimens still being found today at the most completely
searched area the U.S. group has explored—the Main Allan
Hills Icefield, which has been visited nine times in the last nine
austral summers—are all small, clustering in mass around 4 to 8
grams. This is a size that could be hidden easily among surface
irregularities on the ice, therefore our continuing recoveries in
these areas probably result from inability to carry out perfect
visual searches. Because of this, it is probable that as long as
these patches of ice exist they will continue to be residual
sources of meteorite specimens.

We thank the VXE-6 group and George Sidener for assistance
during the initial segment of our field operation. This researchl
was supported by National Science Foundation grant DP
83-14496.

* The designations "Far Western Icefield," "Middle Western Icefield,"
"Near Western Icefield," and "Main Icefield" are not official names,
but the features are distinct geographic units.

Tentative classification of recovered meteorites, austral summer 1984-1985

Ordinary	Carbonaceous	 Stony-
Icefield	 chondrite	chondrite	Achondrite	Iron	iron	Total

Elephant Moraine	 10	 _a
Allan Hills (Main)	 35	 -
Allan Hills (Near Western)	 74	 4
Allan Hills (Middle Western)	 19	 -
Allan Hills (Far Western)	 96	 30

Totals	 234	 34

a	denotes no meteorites of that type were found at that location.
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